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Wright: Metallic Documents of Antiquity

metallic documents
of antiquity
H

CURTIS WRIGHT

phd

at case
western reserve university 1I noticed recurring references to
metallic documents in the literature that pertains in one way
or another to ancient records and libraries most of the references
feren ces were obscure and casual like the merest mention of
various metals in a discussion of ancient book materials or
a sourceless seriation including the nicean cree
creed
creedj chinese
creecj
books with leaves of gold and the telugu plate as ex2
of
metal
on
such references while interestwriting
emplars
ing enough in their own right invariably pose a number of
unanswered questions especially if the reader is interested in
the sensory data of written communications which metals
have been used for the reception of writing in antiquity
what is the telugu plate how can descriptions of the
metallic media of the nicene creed and specific goldleaf
gold leaf
manuscripts of chinese books be located
references to metallic documents are also found in ancient
classical literature plutarch for example mentions a lycian
spring on the outskirts of the city of xanthus which on one
occasion boiled up of its own accord and overflowed in the
presence of alexander the great depositing a bronze writing
tablet delton chalken at his feet the tablet was inscribed
with ancient writings indicating that the kingdom of the

while preparing the general exams for the

dj

associate professor of library and information sciences at brigham young
university
universal
universl
sl ty dr wright has published various pamphlets and articles and is
Univer
author of the booklet ministry of christ he is a specialist in the field of ancient
librarianship
ty
ruce M metzger the text of the new testament I1iits
bruce
transmission
ts transmit
assion
transmi
ssion
corruption and restoration ad2d ed new york oxford university press 1968
p 3 there is typically no further mention of the subject in the entire book
2f thelma eaton the history of the book an outline and a reading list
af
111.
4th ed champaign 111
ill the billini
lii
ili
illini bookstore 1959 p 12
ath

457
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persians would be overthrown by the greeks alexander
therefore encouraged by the metallic document proceeded
forthwith to reduce the coastal areas instead of then and there
waging an all out war with darius 3 there are similar notices
elsewhere in plutarch and in pausanias 4 and they doubtless
occur in other ancient authors
descriptions of metallic documents are relatively easy to
locate if they are properly referenced in citations an example
of such referencing is the use by friedrich blass of the oldest
greek letter extant in order to illustrate certain linguistic
phenomena in a discussion of the so called epistolary aortism
aortist
tense 3 the letter is identified as a leaden tablet from the ath
4th
century BC and appropriate references are provided blass
of course is more interested in the linguistic information provided by the document than in its material his only concern
is der aorist im briefstil
stii
brief stil
the fact that the aorist is inscribed in lead is unimportant but his references nevertheless
lead to important discussions of the tablet including translations and photographic plates 6
most published accounts of metallic documents at least
in classical sources have been effectively removed from the
layman s view by a simple convention of scholarship the
implications of this convention first came to my attention upon
perusing a basic paleographical treatment of ancient writing
materials

of

the various materials which have been used
to
receive writing there are three viz papyrus vellum and
have
paper which
displaced all others but of the
other materials several including some which at first sight
seem of a most unpromising character have been largely
used if the ordinary material fail they the ancients must
extemporize a substitute if something more durable is wanted metal or stone may take the place of vellum or paper
plutarch life of alexander 17 4455
de genio socratis 577e F pausanias description
io graecae 4 26 6688
descriptio
descnptio
Descript
friedrich blass grammatik des neutestamentlichen griechisch bearbeitet
von
on albert debrunner 11 apfl
Gottingen vandenhoeck u ruprecht 1961
aufl gottingen
g6ttingen
rottingen
206

nom
adolf deissmann licht vom
rom
loin osten das neue testament und die neu
entdeckten teate
texte der hellenistisch n5mischen
nomischen welt 2 u 3 verb u verm
apfl
aufl tubingen J C B mohr paul siebeck
slebeck 1909
pp
ap 103104
103 104 also
the english translation light from the ancient east
new york george
H doran 1927
pp
ap 15052
150 52 for discussion see S witkowski Epis
lulae
epislulae
epistulae

zae
priva
papyrzs
tae
pnvatae
fae graecae quae in paporis
privatae
privatte
aetatis lagidarum
Lagi darum ser vantur edicio
papyris artatis
editio
0 altera
editl
ediel
auction
auctior lipsiae
Lipsi ae 1911
appendix no 1 and A wilhelm der alteste
d1teste
alceste grie
chinche brief jahreshefte
chische
Oe
Jahre shefte des oesterr
Archaeol institute
sterr archaeol
oesterl
institut 7 1904 94105
94 105
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but with inscriptions on these harder materials we have in
stich inscriptions generally
the present work but little to do such
fall under the head of epigraphy here we have chiefly to
consider the softer materials on which handwriting as distinct from monumental engraving has been wont to be inscribed
scri bed still
there are certain exceptions and to some
extent we shall have to inquire into the employment of
metals clay potsherds
pots herds and wood as well as of leaves bark
linen wax papyrus vellum and paper as materials for
writing 7

it had never really occurred

to me prior to reading the
above that scholarly distinctions between documentsmonu
ments 8 palaeography
papyrology epigraphy I91 etc tend to
palaeographypapyrologyepigraphy
relegate the study of specific aspects of writing to specific
categories within the highly fragmented study of writing 10
once the bibliographical implications of such conventions are
understood however the investigation of this or that phase

of writing is greatly simplified for the student of metallic
documents this means that all sorts of inscriptions on metal
are conventionally regarded by classicists as archaeological
monuments and that scholars therefore tend to describe them
in epigraphical rather than palaeolographical or papyrological
publications thus an inscribed piece of metal may have much
more in common with a sheet of paper than say with the
athenian tribute lists but both are treated as epigraphy
epi
epigraphs
graphs solely
because each of them is hard
the bibliography accompanying this paper attempts to assemble some of the scholarly materials which deal with the
metallic documents of antiquity beginning with a know
edward maunde thompson an introduction to greek and latin paleography
oxford clarendon 1912 p 8 italics ours ibid pp
ap 8843
43 for
the entire discussion of ancient writing materials and implements
discussed by john howland rowe archaeology as a career archaeology 14

1961

45 55
4555

for the distinctions between palaeography papyrology and epigraphy with
copious bibliographical coverage of ancient greek and latin writing in general

see martin R P mcguire introduction to classical scholarship a syllabus and
bibliographical guide washington DC catholic university of america press
86 107
papyrology is confined by convention to the investigation
1961
pp
ap 86107
of greek and latin writing on papyrus
it should be noted that handbooks
of greek paleography give a large amount of space to papyrology since the
great majority of the earliest extant greek documents written on perishable
materials are papyri
the formal separation of paleography and papyrology
from epigraphy however has been mutually disadvantageous to these three
disciplines ibid p 96
on the fragmented study of writing see our metagraphy and graphic
catal ogers unpublished phd dissertation case westpriority a discursus for catalogers
ern reserve university 1969 ap
pp 3032
30 32
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ledge of the golden laminae of pyrgi
pergi 11 the copper scroll from
qumran
quaran and a nucleus of sources from the writings of hugh
nibley 12 1I began searching the epigraphical publications of
classical literature the result is a preliminary list which
shows less success in near and far eastern studies than in
classics but nevertheless attempts to document the existence
of at least one exemplar from most geographical areas of
major importance in antiquity

HOW MANY ANCIENT METALLIC DOCUMENTS
probably no one knows precisely how many ancient
metallic documents exist today but nibley s estimate of one
hundred examples is certainly low since the number of roman
military diplomas alone had already exceeded that figure in
1924 13 the metallic document appears very early in the history of writing and may be found even after the invention
of printing lead for example has been used for writing in
late medieval and early modern times as leaden plates inscribed with historical and diplomatic records
are still in
existence which belong to the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries 14 it is known also that large collections of metal documents have existed in antiquity and that they were frequently
reserved for writings of considerable importance
use of bronze by the greeks and romans as a
material upon which to engrave votive inscriptions laws
treaties and other official documents is established by various authorities the famous laws of the twelve tables
were engraved upon bronze and were suspended outside the
capitol at rome they most probably perished in the fire

the

the

pyrgi
pergi plates were a lively topic of conversation among classicists
when 1I became classics librarian at the university of cincinnati in 1965 as
one of the professors had recently seen them on display at the villa giulia in
italy
12see
see especially his lehi in the desert and the world of the jarediles
ires
jaredites
ites salt
nared
Jared
isreddiles
Jare
lake city bookcraft 1952 and since cumorah
salt lake city deseret
book co 1967
nibley since cumorah p 251 these tablets of which only a few over
a hundred examples are known record the grant of roman citizenship and the
right of legal marriage connubium to discharged veterans of foreign birth
helen mcclees inscriptions in the classical collection bulletin of the metropolitan museum of art 19 1924 167 an earthenware vessel containing more
than 400 small leaden plates was also discovered near styra of boeotia in 1860
E S roberts an introduction
inro
into
duclion to greek epigraphy part 1I the archaic inscriptions
duction
intoduclion
intoduction
and the greek alphabet cambridge university press 1887 p 197
henry guppy human records a survey of their history from the beginning bulletin of the john rylands library 27 194243
1942 43
197 the plates are
connected with venice and bologna
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which took place in the reign of the emperor vespasian
consuming the capitol and destroying three thousand tablets
of bronze or brass containing the laws treaties and other
important documents of the roman empire 15

how much information has been preserved on ancient
epi graphs it is too early to attempt definitive ansmetallic epigraphs
epigraphy
wers to this question as we know of no ancient treatises on
metallic epigraphy and modern treatments of the subject are
widely scattered highly specialized and often difficult to
obtain my own studies have thus far been more search than
research followed by immense frustration over the impossibility of consulting many of the pertinent documents once
their existence is known 10 some preliminary observations on
the contents of metallic documents can be made however although the materials in the following bibliography must await
the careful collation and evaluation of competent scholars in
many fields
most of the epigraphs
epigraphy
epi graphs listed bear relatively short inscriptions
script ions 17 although there is some evidence to suggest that
the ancients also prepared lengthy metallic texts of which the
qumran
quaran copper scroll is a good example 18 pausanias also
claims to have seen in boeotia a leaden book molubdon inscribed with hesiod
hesion s works and days a literary opus of some
thirty oxford pages 19 the seven bronze tablets discovered
I

ibid

the

study of metallic epigraphy as a subject is further complicated by
bibliographical problems arising from the archaeological nature of the evidence
since specialization in archaeology is necessarily by geographical
geographicaail
ll area as in
the humanities rather than by subject matter as in the natural sciences rowe
archaeology as a career 55 cf sterling dow archaeological indexes a
american journal of archaeology 54 1950 41
review article
57
4157
17cf
cf the two brief lines of a golden plate discovered in southern italy in
1951 silvio ferri
Fr ammenti di laminetta
fern san vito di luzzi cosenza frammenti
laminetta auree
ins
Ant ichita ser 83 11 1957
notzzie degli scali
critte notizie
scavi ddi antichita
mscntte
fig 1 p 181
inscritte
the three lines of greek and two of egyptian on a gold foundation plate
marcus N tod A bilingual dedication from alexandria journal of egyptian
archaeology 28 1942 plate VI facing p 56 and the golden tr
trilingual
lingual plate
of darius with twentyfive
twenty five lines gilbert highet the wondrous survival of
records horizon vol 5 no 2 nov 1962 79
see john marco allegro the treasure of the copper scroll
garden
city NY doubleday 1960 passim and matthew black the scrolls and
christian origins new york C scribner s sons 1961 pp
ap 3312
12 and consult
the bibliography for additional sources
pausanias 9 31 4
kai moi
mol molubdon edeiknusan entha he pege ta
polla chupo
hupo tou chronou
chronos lelumasmenon eggegraptai de auto ta erga
this
passage is often discussed eg by guppy human records 196 L H jeffery
the local scripts of archaic greece oxford clarendon press 1961 p 56 etc
lead was used in scroll form in the late hittite empire and this usage may
possibly have spread to the greeks
ibid for another example of books
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gubbio italy the ancient iguvium seem to be
in 1444 at gubbie
larger than usual ranging from 12x16 inches to 22x33 inches
and contain the only extant records of any considerable extent in the umbrian dialect that is in that language which
with oscan latin and several other dialects makes up the
italic branch of the indoeuropean
indo european family 20 all of the tablets
III and IV are inscribed on both sides and collectively
except 111
ili
contain more than 4000 words 54 long lines of which appear
on the recto of tablet VII alone 21 these tablets deserve and
receive close philological treatment in a full blown scholarly
monograph of 341 pages pausanias also informs us that the
thirty years peace which terminated the so called first peloponnesian
ponn esian war was inscribed on a bronze monument stele
chalke and displayed at elis
in front of the image of zeus there is a bronze stele containing the terms of a thirty years peace between lacedae
mon and athens the athenians made this treaty after they
had subjugated euboean
euboea for the second time
the treaty
specifically states that the argires
argives were not officially acknowledged as a party to the peace between athens and
sparta but that athens and argos might if they desired
befriend one another in private such were the stipulations
of the treaty 22
A similar treaty on metal is known from ancient anatolia

it

is worth recalling

in this connection that the
Hitt ites of asia minor
contemporary hittites
had a certain predilection for inscriptions on metal not only are their inscribed signets
signers often composed of bronze or precious metals
but the same usage was also applied to larger documents
written on sheets of metal see pausanias 4 26 8 A good many inscribed
rolls of lead have been found in tombs in cyprus but for the most part they
contain either monetary accounts or else curses levelled
bevelled
level led at some enemy see
eval times p 2
J H middleton illuminated manuscripts in classical and media
mediaeval
aq
sq
J G frazer pausanias description of greece translated with a commentary new york biblo and tannen 1965
5158
james whitney poultney the bronze tablets of iguvium
philological
monographs published by the american philological association no 18 np
ap
the american philological association 1959 p 1
2ihid
ibid
p 1 and plate vila following p 333
2
pausanias 5 23 4 references to a bronze writing tablet pinakion
pin akion
chal koun occur in at least two other contexts in pausanias 5 20 7 and 5 24
chalkoun
chalhoun
many accounts of the thirty years peace may be perused without the
11
slightest hint that the treaty was ever inscribed on metal the ancient accounts
in thucydides 1 115 and diodorus
diodoros
Dio dorus 12 7 do not mention bronze at all and
modern commentators virtually never notice it why the silence could it be
that metal was so commonly used for recording treaties and the like that it was
seldom specified was on metal implied in statements like the treaty was
recorded as on paper is in the letter was written
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thus when the

ambassadors of the great hittite king kheta
cheta
11 they
sira went to egypt to make a treaty with ramses II
bore with them a silver plate on which the hittite text of the
treaty was engraved in the native language and character 23

the

use of bronze for recording certain types of juristic
literature was also popular in italy during the hellenistic
period
exceptionally leges and senatusconsulta were published on bronze tablets international treaties were always so
published 21 it should be observed that whereas nineteenth
century scholarship often boggled at these and similar metallic
documents a recent article has explained their peculiarities on
the assumption that they were initially published in rome and
later taken to italian and greek towns where they were copied
onto local tablets 2 3 this meaty and important article fairly
bristles with bibliographical information on the metallic juridical literature of rome and deserves careful study mommsen
and his contemporaries regarded the four bronze inscriptions
aceste and heraclea
tarenturn
from tarentum
turn veleia ateste
Taren tum
heraclean
clea as ingenious
Hera
poorly executed and frequently unintelligible some even declared them the products of bungling draftsmen who frequently altered the texts etc

the

internal problems of these inscriptions are thus met by
questioning their evidential value
in the following pages a fresh approach is ventured
it seems better to start with the texts and the otherwise clear
dear
facts of roman documentary processes to consider how and
by whom the bronzes were prepared and thus to attempt
without circularity to explain what has been rightly called
their highly problematical form 26

frederiksen breathes a new willingness to believe that
roman juristic literature was indeed published on metal and
easily parries the objection that bronze archives and letter
writing on bronze plates are simply unthinkable
arthur J evans scripta
scripla minoa the written documents of minoan crete
scrilla
vol 1 oxford clarendon 1909 p 107 cf william wright the
ites
empire of the hilliges
Hitt
hillites
hittites
london james nisbet 1884 pp
26 33 where
Hil
ap 2633
hir lites
hll

the treaty in translation occupies over seven normal english pages and extends
to 200 lines see also archibald H sayce the Hitt
tiles
ites the story of a forgotten
hittites
hittiles
Hit
hir
empire london religious tract society 1925
51 11718
pp
ap 40
117 18 171
4051
2fritz
fritz schulz history of roman legal science oxford clarendon press
ap 87
magistratuum were published on wooden
88 italics ours edicta magstraluum
1953 pp
8788
boards alba
which were destroyed at the end of the magistrate s term of
office ibid p 88
M W frederiksen the republican municipal laws errors and drafts
journal of roman studies 55 1965 183
98
18398
ibid p 183
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from earliest times until the age of augustus bronze was
the usual form of publication in italy unlike greece italy
had few kinds of stone suited to the inscription of long
texts until the heavy augustan exploitation of the luna
quarries she had however again unlike greece good supplies of bronze a fact which more than any other explains
the relative epigraphic paucity of greek and republican
italy 27

frederiksen s conclusion is that the extant bronze epigraphs
epi graphs
epigraphy
of the republican period if not the copies actually displayed
at rome were the work of local scribes instructed by local
magistrates

28
21

As the treaty with cibyra
cibira or the pirate law suggests a city
might allowably choose another medium and wooden tablets
were not only permitted but common
nor should it be
forgotten that most of rome s allies in italy as well as
abroad possessed public archives of a systematic kind since
225 BC we must suppose the existence of formulae to
censoriae
ae tabulae doubtless increasgatorum and hence of censori
censorial
ingly assimilated to roman models such local machinery
was at very least adequate to the demands that rome might
make of it and it was not absurd for roman legislators to
rely upon allied initiative for the copying and preservation
of laws that concerned them thus it was certainly with the
municipal laws and charters of the republic we know them
29
from the copies made in the towns themselves

A last example of extensive writing on metal cited here
is a sophisticated document on four bronze plates bearing some
of the laws regulating roman mining operations in the provinces two of the plates were discovered at alj
aljustrel1 portugal one in 1876 the other in 1907 together their english
translation requires three full pages of normal journal size
ie 812xll inches an average of one such page per tablet
side 30 they were written by officials with firsthand experience at mining men who understood their subject thoroughly

slxll

21

srams
ibid p 186 italics ours cf theodor mommsen romischer
stams
Staats recht
stawsrecht
r6misches
romisches
staatsrecht
Romi sches Staws
Ro
Altert
Hand buch der romischer
handbuch
altertumer
altertdiner
r6mischen
tumer
romischen
alier
mischen Alter
diner bd 1 graz akademische druck u
verlagsanstalt 1952
53
195253
bel dieser internationalen
1256 bei
alen publication wird
be
internation
gedhchtniss
wie bei aeder
jeder zu blelbendem
bleibendem gedachtniss
Gedacht niss das document auf eine kupfertafel
Kupfer tafel
gesch
rieben wie bei transitorischer
geschrieben
transito rischer publication auf eine holztafel
Holz tafel publication
auf stein ist der romischen ordnung fremd
frederiksen republican municipal laws p 187
ibid
he three journal pages represent only three sides of the two tablets since
the
the first tablet bears the same inscription on both sides
21ibid
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31
al3l the first tablet deals in a general way with provincial
mining operations

this

is obviously not something put together by a local
official to suit the place under his command but something
of a much wider application that had been developed over
a long time and adapted to suit new conditions as they arose
it was a code leaving few loopholes well understood and
accepted by the parties concerned it had been applied many
times before and was just now being put into operation at
aljustrel and next year might well be initiated at a british

mine 32

the

second tablet applies to a specific operation in a particular area and regulates in addition to mining practices
the use of public baths the cobbling of shoes the cutting of
hair the fulling of cloth and the exemption of schoolmasters
13
from dues payable to the procurator 33

RELIGIOUS METALLIC DOCUMENTS

of

the many religious documents on metal we notice here
the orphic plates of gold and the golden books of the pyu
eight small plates of gold discovered in crete and italy constitute the main sources of evidence for the orphic beliefs
regarding the fate of the soul after death 34 and provide invaluable information on orphic doctrine generally

it

comes from the side of epigraphy since the information is contained in the writing found on some thin plates
of gold which have been taken at different times from
ancient graves
these inscriptions have long been famous
and a whole literature has sprung up around them the
plates were found lying beside the skeleton some near its
hand others folded up beside the skull one that at
petella
Pe telia had been rolled up and enclosed in a cylinder

a-

ta D cummings W R chalmers and H B mattingly A roman
mining document
mine and quarry engineering august 1956 p 339
ibid p 340
ibid pp
42 it is interesting to note that women were charged twice
ap 341
34142
as much as men for the baths and could use them only in the mornings while
the men were occupied probably because the baths did double duty as a laundry
W K C guthrie orpheus and greek religion a study of the orphic
movement new york W W norton 1966 p 182 the critical edition of
the orphic plates with latin commentary and six drawings is alexander
ellae avreae
lamellate
lamellae
orphicae
olivieri Lam
orph icae bonn A marcus and E weber s verlag
avreal orphical
passim also important is jane ellen harrison prolegomena to the
1915
study of greek religion ad3d ed new york meridian books 1959
pp
ap
623 659
572
73
572623
65973
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cached
tached to a delicate gold chain
might be worn as an amulet 35

clearly
dearly in order that it

the

inscriptions on the plates are extracts from a poem
or book of poems which must have been at least as early as
the fifth century BC 36 that the customary use of such plates
persisted for centuries may be inferred from the discovery of
yet a ninth plate believed to have been found at rome and
belonging to the second or third century AD 3717

the purpose of the plates is clear from their
the dead man is given those portions of his sacred

contents
literature
which will instruct him how to behave when he finds himself on the road to the lower world they tell him the way
he is to go and the words he is to say they also quote the
favorable answer which he may expect from the powers of
that world when he has duly reminded them of his claims
39
on their benevolence 38

among the most important pali inscriptions of the ancient
pyu are 1 two golden plates discovered at maunggun
Maung gun
probably from the first centuries AD and 2 a goldleaf
gold leaf
book of twenty numbered pages found at hmawza old
prome
brome in 1926 and dating from the fifth century AD 339 the
maunggun
Maung gun plates were found in a brick in 1898 by someone
digging the foundation for a new pagoda
each of the two plates bears three lines of writing and
is inscribed on one side only the letters show through on
the reverse
the inscriptions consist of quotations from
the buddhist scriptures they are in the pali language and
are written in characters which it is believed were in vogue
prorne
prome
in the first century AD when the kingdom of phorne
brome siri
khet tara was in the zenith of its power the alphabet correkhettara
sponds to a large extent with that used in the inscriptions at
40
pagan of the fourth and fifth centuries

gold leaf
the goldleaf

book from hmawza has been described as

guthrie orpheus and greek religion 171 and plates 8810
10
id pp
ib
ibid
ap 171
72 the poems
may well be earlier than that ibid
17172
ibid p 174
18
18ibid
ibid
p 172 the plates are translated in ibid pp
172 74 where their
ap 17274

respective provenances
many of the words on the plates are
proven ances are also given
addressed to the dead man by people unknown to us but whom the writers
of the plates would know as they would be mentioned in the books from which
they were quoting ibid p 176
discussed by G H luce the ancient pyu journal of the burma
research society 27 1937 247
maung tun nyein
maunggun
Maung gun gold pla
piates
plates
tes
pia
graphia indica 5
Epi
epigraphia
epigraphic
101
1898
99
189899
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the most important record hitherto discovered of pali buddhism in lower burma 41 it is a manuscript in every way
similar to the palm
leaf manuscript so common in india and
palmleaf
burma but with leaves of gold twenty in number with writ143
112
42
palm leaf manuing incised on one side 113
the fact that the palmleaf
script lies behind the form of this golden book is part of a
familiar pattern as ancient metallic documents often assume
the forms of conventional documents wooden tablets for
example served as models for the idalion bronze plate from
cyprus and the metallic writings of the Hitt
Excava
ites 43 excavatory
excavators
tors
hittites
of course have little or no chance of retrieving such perishable inscriptions from antiquity but they often hope to find
metallic documents which reflect them 44 it is not surprising
therefore to discover in burma a book of twenty leaves of
gold exactly of the nature of old palmleaf
palm leaf manuscripts of
india each inscribed on one side placed within two covers of
15
the same metal 45

these

within their two gold covers were found
bound together by a thick gold wire with its end fastened
to the covers by sealing wax and small glass beads
there
are two holes in each leaf and cover through which the
leaves

nihar
fihar ranjan ray journal

of the greater indian society 17

47
1939
gold leaf pali manuscript of old prome
tae
quoted in the goldleaf
the superbrome report of me
intendent
archaeological survey of burma 193839
arcbaeological
in
1938 39 12 cf gold and silver
plates with inscriptions annual report of rhe
ibe archaeological survey of india
the
1926 27 180
from the paleographical point of view this manuscript ranks
192627
among the most instructive finds yet made in burma
ibid 179
schrieben
sch rieben auf holz
Min
helmuth T bossert sie schlieben
oica festschrift
in minoica
miloica
Fest schrift
geburtstag von Jo
johannes
bannes sundwall hrsg
zum
m 80
Z
hrag von ernst grumach
fidr
deutsche akad d wiss berlin schriften
schriffen
seation fedr
fur altertumswiss
en der sektion
Schrift
12 berlin akademie verlag 1958
76
biente auch der
77
Holz tafel diente
7677
eine holztafel
auf beiden seiten beschriebenen bronzetafel
Bronze tafel aus idalion zum vorbild
Vor bild sie
aufgehngt
entholt einen vertag
enthhlt
enthalt
hertag und war im
ihl athena tempel aufgehangt
ihi
ini
ahnlich
ahrlich
werden die ausfertigungen auf silber bronze oder eisen der hethitischen
staatsvertrage
staatsvertrhge und anderer wichtiger
wich tiger historischer texte
richtiger
teate ausgesehen haben
auch die metalltafeln der grossreichzeit waren nachahmungen von holztafeln
gofern
sofern sie zum aufhangen
tempean oder Archiven
aufhhngen
Aufhangen in tempeln
bestimint waren dass
archiven
archived bestimmt
es im 2 jahrtausend
aufhiingevorrichtung gab zeigen
Jahr tausend auch metalltafeln ohne aufhangevorrichtung
byblos
zb die metallinschriften aus byblis
eben falls schon friih
frieh metalltafeln als schreibstoff
Schreib stoff
schrelbstoff
frilh
die kreter scheinen ebenfalls
gekannt und benutzt zu haben
ist die hoffnung auch recht gering besch
riftete holztafeln in guter erhaltung in mesopotamien
Klein asien oder im
mesopotamian kleinasien
kretisch mykenischen raum zu finden so kann uns doch das ausgrabergluck
ausgraberglikk wie
byblis auch in anderen Bereichen beschriebene metalltafeln
in idalion and byblos
bescheren ibid p 79 cf evans scripla
schipta
scripta
scrilla minoa although no inscribed tablets of metal have been as yet discovered among the minoan remains of crete
this negative phenomenon proves little when we bear in mind how carefully the
great palaces seem to have been ransacked for metal objects at the time of their
desertion and destruction
goldleaf
leaf pali manuscript of old prome
brome p 12 note 41
the gold
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gold wire was passed to keep the whole in position and
proper order it was necessary to cut this wire in order to
6 2 in length and about
free the leaves each leaf measures 61
the
114 in breadth and contains three lines of writing
manuscript is made up of short extracts in pali from the
Abbi dhamma and vinaya pzfakas
abbidhamma
patakas
it is well known that
pitakas
among the buddhists there are four classes of objects of
1
2
the buddha s corporeal relics
worship viz
the
and other obobjects be personally used
3 trees
jects or places which have been made holy by the presence
of the master and 4 the law or dhamma preached by
the buddha as preserved in the tripitakas
takas
rahas this is the reason
Tripi rakas
tripjtakas
why in some cases and in the absence of other relics manuunshrined in pagodas this custom is responsible
scripts are enshrined
for the discovery of our manuscript among the other objects as embodying the dhamma 46

the

twenty leaves contain altogether eight extracts from
various books of the pali pitakas
patakas and include the twelve
pacicca samuppada the seven kinds of vipassana
nidanas or paticca
nana contemplative knowledge
the thirty seven bodhip
bodhil
dhammas or elements of enlightenment the classifiakkhiya chammas
cation of buddha s four confidences the fourteen kinds of
knowledge possessed by buddha the categories of best things
propounded by buddha the missionary march of buddha and
the three kassapa
kassapi brothers into the Rajagaha
rajagaha city and the
well known praise of the buddha known as the mirror of
truth 47 the existence of other metallic documents in burma
may also be safely assumed from another discovery of small
gold and silver plates with pyu inscriptions punched on them
in relief there are 16 of them but many are only frag41
ments 48
closely allied to the above religious literature on metals
are the magical texts and curse tablets which like the orphic
gold plates have inspired a large scholarly literature 449 the
greek papyri have disclosed a large number of incantations
magician s handbooks etc directed toward bending the super
gold and silver plates with inscriptions loc cit p 17980
179 80
gold leaf pali manuscript of old prome
details in the goldleaf
brome loc cit p 13
gold and silver plates with inscriptions loc clr
cir p 180
cit
one needs to remember that our knowledge of ancient religion and
society owes to such authorities as dietrich wunsch preisendanz hopfner
delatte audollent and others in order to treat a new magical text with anything approaching respect H C youtie and campbell bonner two curse
41

tablets from beisan transactions and proceedings of the american philological
association 68 1937 43
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natural powers to the service of individuals metallic inscriptions figure prominently in spells and the like which sometimes smack of modern huckstering as in the following
example
A magic formula that restrains anger secures goodwill
lawcourts
courts works even with kings there is
success in the law
absolutely nothing better take a silver plate inscribe on
it with a bronze pencil the figure drawn below and the
names carry it in the folds of your dress and you will win
nomma magica
then follow the names nomina
jagica and the actual
formula 50

whereas magic formulae invoking benefit and protection were normally inscribed on gold and silver those employed for curses and black magic are usually found on lead
goodo
or tin the epigraphical equivalents more or less of voodo
dolls and other forms of sorcery 51 tablets of the latter variety
are found often in great quantities all over the mediterranean
basin evidently the method of this magical school had established itself fairly uniformly wherever greek was understood

152
252
02

the

curses used in tablets of this sort conform in a
general way to a fairly definite type the writer usually
says that he is binding down
or devoting
some
enemy to the infernal powers often he not only names
his enemy but also specifies the bodily parts or mental

the

greek papyri in S R K glanville edthe legacy
281 for three magical texts on
of egypt oxford clarendon press 1942
griechische
silver and one on gold see alphons barb
Griec hische zaubertexte vom
graberfelde
Graberfelde westlich
mische limes in
camuntinerl
carnuntiner
weitlich des Carn
untiner lagers
romischer
r6mische
romische
der Ro
Ost
oesterreich
erreich 16 1926
osterreich
68 and tafel 1 where other finds of magical texts
53
5368
C H roberts

on metal are also discussed
so wie bekantlich fur verfluchungen und schwarze magie blei und
zinn das hauptschreibmaterial bilden so wird flir den schiitzenden und
wohltatigen zauber neben gold gerne silber verwendet ibid p 55
wohithtigen
12
12youtie and bonner
youtie
two curse tablets p 47 though the maledictory
tablets discussed here were found in palestine semitic elements figure in them
gracco egyptian magical papyri or in the curse
to no larger extent than in the graeco
tablets from other regions around the mediterranean
our specimens as
far as their language formulas and the magical words are concerned might
have been written in alexandria carthage rome or marseilles as well as in
palestine ibid
it is probable that these non greek components of the curse
graeco
tablets emanated from alexandria and were carried to all parts of the gracco
roman world by practicing magicians ibid p 46 the discovery of forty five
lead tablets in a well in the athenian agora was announced
in 1933
obviously the athenians of the roman period believed in the potency of the
cryptic curse and used it extensively the large number of the tablets may mean
that the curse on lead originated in attica as wiensch
wiinsch is inclined to believe
an athenian maledictory inscription on lead hesperia
G W elderkin
5
1936 43
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faculties of his victim which he wishes to cripple or make
helpless he may pray the deities whom he invokes to make
his enemy powerless to prevent further hostile action on his
part and to subject him to the will of the writer this plan
applies roughly to almost all the curse tablets that are known
such variations as there are arise naturally from differences
in the relations between the operator and his intended victim according as their enmity proceeds from litigation business quarrels love or sport for many are directed against
charioteers
rs of the opposing circus faction 53
chariotee

both curse tablets described by youtie and bonner involve
squabbles over money one is obscure and specifically mentions only a creditor and a law suit but the other names pan
charia the woman invoking the curse who wants to render
one man and two women powerless to harm her she is
afraid of them probably because they may call her to account
for some mismanaged stewardship or defraud her in some
way
whether a loan a partnership or an inheritance is
concerned does not appear 54 the writer of another curse
inscription consigns to the infernal powers some thief or
thieves who stole something from him he addresses the
chthonians cautiously fearing to annoy them but feeling that
he must do so he suspects the identity of the offenders
offender s
who lives in a specific little house in town and curses not
only the actual perpetrators
perpetrator s of the deed but those as well
who knowing something about the theft deny that they have
such knowledge 55
many of the lead tablets containing curses were rolled
up and pierced with a nail and it was a common practice
to deposit them in graves either as a convenient approach
to the lower world or as sometimes happened because the
spirit of the dead person was adjured to serve as an agent
of the operator A considerable number have also been
found in wells and cisterns which like graves were viewed
as openings to the infernal regions and were believed to be
haunted by demons 56
youtie and bonner
ibid p 47

two

curse tablets

p 45

G W elderkin
two curse inscriptions hesperia 6 1937
1937
392
1957
1957
the thieves are to go down the dark ways as did the slaughtered suitors who
fluttered like bats behind hermes ibid p 394
youtie and bonner two curse tablets p 45 according to homer s
cosmology iliad 15 187
193 the world was separated into three vertical tiers
187193
and apportioned to zeus poseidon and hades the three sons of chronos and
rhea who thus came respectively to have dominion above upon and beneath
the surface of the earth poseidon s surface area however was restricted to
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there are extant today more actual exemplars of ancient
peop
writing on metal than most people
deop le realize and many of them
go back to the very persons places times and events which
they describe among the subjects not covered in this paper
they comprise such things as military diplomas dikasts pina
kia intentionally sealed and buried documents foundation deposits letters economic accounts political propaganda maps
dedications enactments prayers and even mummy tickets
for all of which and more we respectfully request that the
bibliography limited as it is be carefully studied we hope
to edit a substantial collection of writings on metallic epigraphy in the not too distant future the subject is a fascinating one and the metallic documents of antiquity may yet
turn out to deserve more than a casual footnote in the history
of written communications
METALLIC EPIGRAPHY
A working bibliography

GENERAL
edward maunde thompson an introduction to greek and latin paleograpp
phy oxford clarendon 1912
ap 8 11
13
15
1113
1115
hook
book
kaak new york philosophical
david diringer the hand produced kook
library 1953 pp
ap 42 46 48
343
545 344
543
51 58 62 65 72 189 343344
544
545544
543544
545344
543344
343544
4851
5752 382
3752
383 399
575
358 375
382383
the alphabet a key to the history of mankind completely revised
with the assistance of reinhold regensburger od
ad3d ed new york
Wagnalls 1968 119 42 48 57 68 88 113 13839
138 39
funk and wagnalls
2042 212
64 300 307 321222
22
13 228 237 259 263
321
521222
222
153 193 199 204
21213
32122
26364
3282
5282 394 39899
398 99 403 many plates are also provided in vol 2 eg
328
528
175
14.122
205
14.12
19.4
17.3
20.3
1412 13 20 173
10.1
173 18.8
194 203
188 194
203 conclusion 8 etc
101
lol
loi 14122
elmer D johnson A history of libraries in the western world new
york scarecrow press 1965 pp
64 72
ap 12 16 642

THE FAR EAST
CHINA

david diringer the alphabet 168
F

the

hand produced book ap
pp 383 399
thelma eaton the history of the book

an outline and a reading

the earths waters as olympus and the world s lands remained the common
property of the brother gods the greeks believed though that the continents
were afloat and thus greatly feared poseidon who caused many an earthquake
in greece by stirring up the oceans with his trident but they feared hades
even more as all greeks good and bad alike went down into his nether
regions when they died it is therefore understandable that graves wells
cisterns and the like were regarded as entrances to the infernal realms that
perear achrematiston
curse tablets were usually thrown
eis phrear
elderkin
hesperia 5 1936 43 and that the early attic curse tablets invoke the
infernal deities well known in classical literature
whereas later invocations
are transformed by an influence which is in the main oriental with some
egyptian elements youtie and bonner two curse tablets
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list
4th ed
champaign illinois billini
illini union bookstore
ath
p 12
1959
A bibliography listing according to
wenn peking
chin shib w
1926
diringer the alphabet 168 some 800 epigraphical documents on
metal and stone the chinese title means infcriptions
inscriptions on metal
and stone
tsuen hsuin tsien written on bamboo and silk the beginnings of
hooks
books
foohs and inscriptions chicago university of chicago press
chinese fooks
pp
1962
ap v vii 1 46
4 6 8 3841
47 48 5058
38 41 44 4748
50 58 90 179181
179 181
marco polo the book of ser marco polo the venetian concerning the
kingdoms and travels of the east translated and edited with notes
by
sir henry yule od
ad3d ed rev new york C scribner s sons
1
prologue 1516
34 35 350
1929
15 16 3435
ap 351352
351 note 2 pp
351 352 353350351
354 431
BURMA

maung

tun nyein

1899

maunggun
Maung gun gold plates

graphia indica
epigraphia
epigraphic
Epi

5

101 102
101102

1898-

gold and silver plates with inscriptions annual report of the
Archae
archaeological
logical survey of india 192627
archaelogical
1926 27 179
180
179180
G H luce the ancient pyu journal of the burma research society

1937
239 253
239253
brome report of the superinthe golf leaf pali manuscript of old prome
tendent archaeological survey of burma 19381939
12 22 and
1938 1939 1222
plates IV
VI
IVVI
david diringer the alphabet 132223
1322 23 supplies additional bibliography
on burma
27

INDIA

david diringer the alphabet 126364
1263 64
E B cross
on the karens journal of the american oriental society
4
1854
289
316
289316
proceedings at new haven october 1866 journal of the american
oriental society 9 1871 xi xii
alonzo bunker on a karen inscription plate journal of the american
oriental society 10 1880 172
176
172176
F E pargiter
A copperplate discovered at kasia and budda s death
place journal of the royal asiatic society 1913 151153
151 153
hka journal of the royal asiatic
kanishka
kanishia
J H marshall the date of Kanis
society 1914 973
986
misc communications pp
973986
disc
ap 987
999 should
987999

also be read
sten konow kalawan
copper plate inscription of the year 134 journal
Ka lawan copperplate
kalahan
of the royal asiatic society 1932 949965
949 965
madas kesaribeda
G Ra
Kesari beda copper plate grant of maharaja arthhapali bhat
ramadas
famadas
taraka of the nala family
journal of the bahar
bihar research society
34 1948
33 42
3342

THE
FHE
rhe NEAR EAST
GENHRAL
GENERAL

helmuth T bossert
schlieben
schrieben
rieben auf holz
sie sch
in miloica
Min oica
minoica
zum 80 gehurtstag
geburtstag von johannes sundwall hrsg
hrag von
mach deitche
deutche
Deu tche akad d wiss berlin schriften
en der
schriffen
Schrift
altertumswiss 12 berlin akademie verlag 1958 pp
ap

pest
Fest
Fesi
schrift
festschrift
fesischrift
ernst grusektion
seation flir
75
79
7579

SUMER

F

thereau cangin
thureau
dangin

une ta blette en or pro
provenant
venant dumma

dassyrologie et darcheologie
ologie orientale 34
darchiologle
darche

1937

revue

177 182
177182

BABYLONIA

C

gadd

babylonian foundation texts 1 limestone and copper
tablets of a wife of rim sin journal of the royal asiatic society
1926 679684
679 684

J
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ASSYRIA

tab lettes de fondation en or et en argent dassurnasir
jean bottero deux
beux tablettes
Semi
pal 11
mirica
milica
tica
tira 1 1948 2532
25 32
II Se
fische inschriften
tische
hettitische
hettifische
walter andrae Hetti
ins
int christen auf bleistreifen aus assur aus
grabun gen der deutschen orient gesellschaft in assur E inschriften
grabungen
tische blei inschriften mitgeteilt von walter andrae leipzig
VI Hetti
hettitische
J C hinrichs sche buchhandlung 1924 1122 7788
orientalia 20
helmuth T bossert zu den bleibriefen aus assur
77
ns 1951 70
7077
D J wiseman assyrian writing boards iraq 17 1955
3313
13
margaret howard technical description of the ivory writing boards from
nimrud iraq 17 1955 14
20
1420
EGYPT

james henry breasted ancient records of egypt historical documents from
the earliest times to the persian conquest collected edited and translated with commentary 5 vols
chicago univ of chicago press
1907
391 has most of the basic data per1906
367391
19061907
vol 3 nos 367
taining to the hittite treaty on the silver plates from cheta
kheta vol 4
nos 151
412 is the invaluable and remarkable papyrus harris the
151412
largest papyrus extant for metallic documents see nos 202 231
285 317
318 343
317318
E A wallis budge ed and trans the papyrus of ani a reproduction in
heiro glyphic transcript translation and introfacsimile edited with heiroglyphic
putnams
duction book of the dead new york G P putnamsr
Putna
ms sons
ap 14
1913 pp
15
1415
tafel mit hieroglyphischer
bleitafel
hieroglyph ischer Inschrift
hermann ranke eine Blei
zeit
ische spracher
agyptische
sprache und alteriumskunde
altertumskunde 74 1938 49
51
schrift fur Agypt
4951
ASIA MINOR

william wright the empire of the hittites
london james nisbet
Hitt ites
1884
26 33 6566
pp
ap 2633
65 66 7071
70 71
archibald H sayce the Hitt
ites the story of a forgotten empire london
ires
Hilt
hiltites
hittites
hift
hilr
religious tract society 1925 pp
40 51 117
ap 4051
118 170
171
117118
170171
Semi tische inschriften auf silbertafelchen
muhibbe anstock darge semitische
silberthfelchen aus
umgebung von maras
dem bertiz tal urngebung
jahrbuch
Jahr buch jur
fur kleinasi
atische Fors
chung 1 1950
forschung
200
199
199200
SYRIA PALESTINE

H C youtie and C bonner two curse tablets from beisan transactions of the american philological association 68 1937 4377
43 77 128
david diringer the alphabet 111316
1113 16
william foxwell albright the ancient near east at the congress of
Orienta lists in rome bulletin of the american school of oriental
orientalists
research 60 dec 1935 2299
hammondsworth
worth middlesex penguin
the archaeology of palestine Hammonds
books 1949 p 185
E thorme
d6chiffrement des inscriptions pseudo hieroglyphiques
dhorme dechiffrement
hi6roglyphiques de
1135
byblos
byblis
48
syria 25
1946
35
194648
other basic sources on the
byblis are found in ignace J gelb A study of
metallic documents of byblos
writing rev ed chicago university of chicago press 1965
p
266

william foxwell albright A hebrew letter from the twelfth century
BC bulletin of the american school of oriental research 73 feb
1939
9913
13
julian obermann an early phoenician political document fournel
jouinal
fournal of
biblical literature 58 1939 229
241
229241
douglas jones
traditio of the oracles of isaiah of jerusalem
the tradition
Zeit
aluestamentliche Wissen
schrift jur
zeitschrift
fur die alttestamentliche
226
246
schaft 67 1955
wissenschaft
226246
qumran cave 1
D barthelemy and J T milik quaran
discoveries in the
judaean desert 1 oxford clarendon press 1955 4 25
audaean
john marco allegro the treasure of the copper scroll the opening and
decipherment of the most mysterious of the dead sea scrolls a unique
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inventory of buried treasure garden city doubleday 1960
pp
ap
24 30 43 47 58 6062
60 62
2430
H wright baker how the dead sea scrolls were opened engineering
181
194
196
1956
194196
unrolling the past chemical and engineering news 34 1956 4254includes remarks by W F albright on the
4259 43304331
4330 4331
significance of the dead sea scrolls
matthew black the scrolls and christian origins new york C scribner s sons 1961 ap
pp 3344 12
CYPRUS

sch rieben auf holz in miloica
schlieben
helmuth T bossert sie schrieben
Min oica festschrift
minoica
fest schrift zum
80 geburtstag von johannes sundwall hrsg
hrag von ernst grumach
tche akad d wiss berlin schriffen
Deu
en der seation
deutche
schriften
sektion fur alter
deitche
Schrift
tum
1umswiss
swiss 12 berlin akadmie verlag 1958
tumswiss
76 78
7678
PERSIA

ernst herzfeld
eine neue darius inschrift aus hamadan
deutsche
literaturzeitung 47 192
2105 2108
19266
21052108
sidney smith assyriological notes inscription of darius on gold tablet
journal of the royal asiatic society 1926 433436
433 436 see also journal
of the royal asiatic society 1927 97
101 1930 452
97101
F H weissbach zu den goldinschrift
Goldin schrift des dareios I1 Zeit
schrift fur
zeitschrift
tur
tuf
assyrologie und verwandete gebiete 37 1937 291
294
291294
ernst schwentner zu der neuen darius
inschrift
Insch rif t aus hamadan
darlus inschrif
zeit
indologie
Ind ologie und Ir anistik 6 1928 171
schrift jut
fur indologue
173
fut
171173
carl darling buck A new darius inscription language 3 1927 1155
ernst herzfeld A new inscription of darius from hamadan memoirs of
survey of india no 34 calcutta central publicathearchaeological
the
Archaeological
112
tion branch government of india 1928
2
ronald G kent the recently published old persian inscriptions
journal of the american oriental society 51 1931 189
240
189240
john P barden xerxes a doughty warrior until he met the greeks
lists find
Orienta
orientalists
the university of chicago magazine feb 1936
25
23
2325
ernst herzfeld altpersische inschriften eister
erster erganzungsband zu den
archaeologischen mitteilungen aus iran berlin D reimer 1938

inschr n 6 and tafel 6
inscor
sukumar sen old persian inscriptions of the achaemenian emperors
1941
calcutta univ of calcutta
ronald G kent the oldest old persian inscriptions journal of the
american oriental society 66 1946 206212
206 212
arthur upham pope recently found treasures of one of the world s first
and greatest empires achaemenid gold objects
illustrated london

news 17 july 1948 58
59
5859
ronald G kent old persian grammar texts lexicon american oriental
voi 33 and
series vol
2nd ed new haven 1953 9 1112
11 12 107 109 111
114 116 136f 147 155 216
113
113114
herbert H paper an old persian text of darius 11
II daha
journal
d2ha
of the american oriental society 11
72 1952 169
169170
170
ethel S drower the Manda
eans of iraq and iran their cults customs
mandaeans
magic legends and folklore leiden E J brill 1962
pp
ap 22
23
2223
132

ARABIA

david diringer the alphabet 1212
13
121213
THE WEST
GREECE

pausanias Descript
io graecae 4 26 6
description
descriptio
688
plutarchos
plutarchus
4 5
Plut archus life of alexander 17 45
de genio socratis 577 EEFF
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james westfall thompson ancient libraries berkeley univ of calif
press 1940
52
pp
ap 51
5152
L H jeffery the local scripts of archaic greece oxford clarendon
65 and plates 3 6 11 14 15 17
1961
ppa
50 58 59 62
6265
pp6 17 5058
41 46 49
22 23 26 27 31 34 36 40 4146
52 54
4952
sou fees on the earliest greek libraries with the timonia
res
tes
ter
destimonia
jeng platthy sources
jeno
les
lestimonia
pp
ap 7679
amsterdam adolf M hakkert 1968
76 79 chapter 6
background of literacy writing on metal etc evidence of the
language pp
ap 7693
76 93 should be read in its entirety
C H roberts
the greek papyri in SRK glanville ed the legacy
of egypt oxford clarendon press 1942 281
parr
paft 1I the archaic
E S roberts an introduction to greek epigraphy part
inscriptions and the greek alphabet cambridge univ press 1887
pp
ap 255256
360 many metallic documents are cited herein
255 256 357
357360
C briche
probabl ement pamphylienne
tarletta de juge dorigine
brixhe une tabletta
dori gine probablement
hell9nique
hellenique
Helle nique 90 1966 65363
bulletin de correspondence heile
helie
653 63
ptol6m6e
ptolemey
bil ingues de ptolemee
cl&re
nou velles plaques de fondation bilingues
nouvilles
Ptole mee IV
clare deux
beux nouvelles
J J clere
fische spracher
gyp ische
agyptische
philopator
philopater
Philo
sprache 90 1963
agypt
16 22
pator Zeit
schrift jur
1622
zeitschrift
fur gypfische
ts pinavia
pinakia from the fauvel collection bulletin de corredikasts
J kroll Dikas
spon dence Helli
spondence
hellenique
hellinique
Helle
nique 91 1967 37996
helie
heile
379 96 also his the paris forger
pinavia
of dikas
pi nakia ibid 397400
ts pinakia
dikasts
397 400
R merkelbach
Papyr ologie und
Epigraph ische miszellen
epigraphische
Mis zellen zeitschriff
Zeit
schriff jur
schrift
zelf
zeif
zeitschrift
fur papyrologie
epigraphik
epigraphic
ik 1 1967
80 pt 1
Epigraph
rechts gold
77
der weg nach reches
7780
pldttchen
plattchen
piat tchen von petella
plat
Petelia
arthur J evans schipta
scripta minoa the written documents of minoan crete
oxford clarendon 1909 1106108
1106 108
orpheus hymni
orph icae edidit
orphical
edidio commentario
lamellate
ellae avrea orphicae
comment ario instruxit
lamellae
hemni Lam
alexander olivieri bonn A marcus und E webers verlag 1915
palmenides
Parmenides and er journal of hellenic studies 75
J S morrison parmenides
1955

66

M T rostovtzeff

mystic italy

new york holt

1927

pp
ap

36 37
3637

74
W K C guthrie orpheus and greek religion a study of the orphic
movement london methuen 1935 pp
ap 171182
171 182
jane ellen harrison prolegomena to the study of greek religion ard
3rd ed
cambridge univ press 1922
chap XI orphic eschatology and
gilbert murray s critical appendix on the orphic tablets at the
end of the book also reprinted by meridian books 1959
helen mcclees inscriptions in the classical collection bulletin of the
metropolitan museum of art 19 1924 166
168
166168
leslie shear the latter part of the agora campaign of 1933 american
journal of archaeology 37 1933
540
548 similar report in hes540548
peria 4 1935 325
stanley casson early greek inscriptions on metal some notes american
archaeology
Archae logy 39 1935
journal of archaelogy
510
517
510517
G W elderkin an athenian maledictory inscription on lead hesperia
5
49
1936 43
4349
two curse inscriptions hesperia 6 1937 382395
382 395
eugene vanderpool an athenian dikast
dicast s ticket american journal of
archaeology 36 1932
294
293
293294
sterling dow
pi nakia
pinavia
dikasts
bulletin de Correspond
correspondence
correspondance
ance
Dikasts bronze pinakia
hellenique
hell9nique
Helle
nique 87 1963 653687
653 687
34

ITALY

david diringer the alphabet 1386
87 394
138687
james whitney poultney the bronze tables of iguvium philological monographs published by the american philological association no 18
baltimore american philological association 1959
passim esp
pp
ap 1 9912
12 22 24
hebraische
hebrhische
heb raische
ulrich schmoll die hebr
Hische
bische In
inscbrift
goldplattcbens von comiso
schrift des goldplattchens
Zeit
morgenlandischen GeselIs
Gesell
gesellschaft
geselischaft
schrift der deutschen morgenhindischen
zeitschrift
schaft
chaft
chatt 113 1963
512 514
512514
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ned nabers

prayers or curses
some lead tab
morgantino
tabellae
ellae from morgantina
Mor gantina
american journal of archaeology 69 1965
171 172
171172
helen mcclees A military diploma of trajan american journal of
archaeology 30 1926 418421
418 421
provincial
D atkinson A new roman governor of provincia
Pro vincia britannia
classical
review 42 1928 1114
11 14
A D cummings W R chalmers and H B mattingly
A roman
mining document mine and quarry engineering august 1956 339342
E C clark
oark history of roman private law part 1I sources cambridge
dark
cambridge university press 1906 ap
pp 21 24 25
rome laws statutes etc roman laws and charters translated with introduction and notes by E G hardy oxford clarendon 1912 ap
pp 1
35 102 104 110111
110 111 136
fritz schultz history of roman legal science oxford clarendon 1946
pp 8788
ap
87 88
M W frederiksen the republican municipal laws errors and drafts
journal of roman studies 55 1965 183198
183 198
giovanni colonna the sanctuary at pyrgi
pergi in etruria archaeology 19
11
1966
23
1123
new etruscan texts on gold found at pyrgi
massimo pallottino
pergi
illustrated london news 13 feb 1965 2225
22 25
A J pfiffig uni hera astarte studien
studden zu den goldblechen
Gold blechen von S several
pyret
pyrgt
mit etrushischer
mil
kischer und pun
hischer
etruskischer
pyrgi mir
punischer
puniscber
etrus
oun ischer In schrift
denkschriften d
ost akad d wiss 88 2 wien 135hlau
bohlau 1965 passim
bahlau
Medi allier vatican
J ruysschaert la lamelle de bronze apollinienne du mediallier
CIL VI 3721 et ie chevalier jerome
j6r6me odain
odam 1681
1741
16811741
rendi
pontificia
conti della pontificial
Arche ologia 37 1964
Pontificia Acca
accademia
demia di archeologia
65 19661
196465
1966
325 36 cf M guarducci
32536
sol in victus agustus rendicont
diconti
cont i della
Ren
Rendi
rendiconti
rendl
pontificial
pontificia
Ponti ficia Acca
accademia
demia di archeologia
Arche ologia 195758
161 69
1957 58 and 195859
1958 59 16169

miscellaneous

Be richt uber
tiber grieschische
ilber
grieschische papyri in paris und london
bericho
karl wessely bericht
studien 8 1886 175230
wiener studden
175 230
D comparetti La minetta argentea is critti di aidone sicilia
Mario
uario
annmario
annmaria
Ann
annuario
dnn narlo

della r scuola archeologica di atene e della missioni
mission italiane in
oriente 1914 113
118
113118
tabelle testamentaire
testament aire della colonie achee di magna grecie
an
anuario
nuario della scuola archeologica di atene e delle missione italiane
in oriente 1916 219
226
219226
A oliverio
La minetta d oro iscritta di brindisi
rivista
rivirta indo greca
italica di fil ologia lingua antl
anti
antichita
antichila
ant ichita
chila 1923 215217
215 217
A zocco rosa
la tavola di bronzo di narbona ann instit stor d
diritto rom 1915 xiii xiv
F M abel deux
latines militaires
beux inscriptions ladines
militaires revue biblique
Bib lique 1924
111 113
111113
La
G libertini
plumbea iscritta da S giovanni galemmo
laminetta
galermo
minetta plumbean
catania
rivirta
rivista indo greca italica di filologia lingua antichita
ant ichita
1927 no 3344 105
109
105109
L P kirwan
some roman mummy tickets
annales du service des
pegypte 33 1933 5458
Anti
antiquities
antiquites
quites de iegypte
54 58
taplette
R thouvenot
Tablette de bronze decouverte
tablette
d6couverte
decou verte Aa banasa
babasa publ serv des
Antiquites du maroc 1I 1 1935 47
antiquities
antiquites
54
4754
Pig aniol
A piganiol
la table de bronze de falerio et la loi Mai
nilia roscia
mainilia
peducaea alliena fabia compates
comptes pendus de 1Iraca
pacadimie
PAca
academic
dimie des inscripdimle
tions et belles lettres 1939 193
200
193200
F K doerner
Fluch tafel wiener jahreshefte
eine neue fluchtafel
Be
ibl
beibl
Jahre shefte 32 beibe
63 72
1940
6372
A dors perez peix los bronces
brances de el rubio
emerita 9 1941
154
138
138154
W seston la table de bronze de magliano et la r6forme
reforme electorate
reforce
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dauguste

F

R

A
A
L
R
S

compres bendus
rendus de iacadimie
iacademic des inscriptions et belles
111 also bulletin de la societe nationals
lettres 1950.
nationale
nati onale des
105111
1950 105
ries de france 1950
antiquaries
51 80 & 122
Antiqua
195051
de visscher
la table de bronze de magliano bulletin de la classe
des lettres de iacademic
iacadgmie royale de Belg
belgique
ique 35 1949
190
199
190199
rendus de 1I 1acadmie
academic des inscriptions et belles lettres
also compres bendus
1951 204
213 1952 262
204213
noll zu den silbervotiven aus dem dolichenusfund von mauer ad
Oesterrich ischen archdolgischen
archaolgischen institutes
url jahreschefte des oesterrichischen
instituts in
ibl 1950
Be
beibl
146
125
125146
wein 38 beibe
bobre la lex megalli
metalli vipascenis 11
dors sobre
II
if jura 2 1951 127
133
127133
piganiol
Pig aniol sur la nouvelle table de bronze de torente
corente
To rente compres bendus
rendus
raca
de pacadimie
PAcasimie
dimie des inscriptions et belles lettres 1951 5863
simle
iacademic
58 63
robert plaques de bronze bas empire en tunisie
licie
tunisia et en Ci
cilicie
filicie
Hell enica 3 1946 170172
hellenica
170 172
etienne une inscription sur bronze decouverte
d6couverte
decou verte Aa volubilis
Volu bilis maroc
compates
comptes bendus
pacadimie
jimie
PAca
rendus de raca
dimie des inscriptions et belles lettres 1954
iacademic
126
129 also ladomus
126129
261
latomus 14 1955 241
241261
ferri san vito di luzzi cosenza
Frammenti di la minette auree
inscritte
ins critte notizie
8a
Ant
notzzie degli scavi
ichita
ira ser aa
itd
antichitd
antichita
scali di Antich
ita
11
8
1811957
183

T nagy

the

military diploma of albertfalva
Albertfalva acta Archaeologic a aca
demide scientiarum hungaricae
Hungar icae 17 1956 1771
17 71
gallia 18
H rolland inscription sur bronze de thoard
shoard basses alpes
1960
109
103
103109
gwei
H nesselhauf
zwei bronzeurkunden aus munigua
Munigua
mitteilungen des
archaologischen institutes
deutschen archdologischen
instituts abteilung madrid 1 1960
1960
142
154
142154
knipovic
povic A propos d une inscription sur plaque de plomb publiese
T N Kni
publiee
publi6e
par G klaffenbach cestnik
vestnik dreunej istorii 83 1963 7174
71 74
C vatin
colo niale bull de
colonials
le bronze pappadakis etude d une loi coloniale
corr hell 87 1963 1119
19
G manganaro
tavole di bronze con decked
decreti
decred di proxenia
tre cavole
pro xenia del museo
prodenia
di napoli e il problema
problems
pro blema dei proagore in sicilia kokalos
kekalos 9 1963
205
220
205220
tab lettes dim
Couil
M T gouilloud
loud deux
couilloud
dimprecation
dimpr6cation
precation
beux tablettes
bulletin de correspond
ance Helli
Helle
hellenique
hellinique
helie
heile
nique 91 1967 51317
513 17
heikki solin eine neue Fluch
Societas scien
tafel aus ostia helsinki societas
societal
fluchtafel
tiarum
tilrum Fen
passim
nica 1968
bennica
fennica
A audollent defixionum tabellae
tab ellae
Parisi orum A fonte
luteciae parisiorum
moing 1904
passim
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